RIVERFRONT SCAVENGER HUNT
Work Sheet
STOP 1: Emmet Park, Bay Street (25 minutes)
Name the five who gave all, under the watchful eye of the bulldog:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
A harp and a hand join with what creature to honor Savannah’s Irish?
Stars are normally in the sky, but you will find this one in the ground. Instead of five points, it has five
branches. What does each represent?
1.
4.
2.
5.
3.
The eagle rises above what company’s record?
Name three conflicts or wars this company served in.
1.
2.
3.
Anchors Away! How many can you find?
MENS INVICTA MANET. Help the doctor in the tricorn hat translate his motto.

Meeting Location: A light in the dark to guide ships home, meet here before we roam.

STOP 2: Morrell Park, River Street (10 minutes)
Five columns topped by an eternal flame celebrate sails of a different sort. How many years since international
yachts raced to our port?

She was known worldwide for waving hello and goodbye. Name Florence’s trusty companions that she always
had by her side.
1.
2.
3.
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Meeting location: We’ll gather where our nation’s safety, liberty and intelligence meet under the flying flags.

WALK AND HUNT: River Street walking west (15 minutes)
Together we’ll cross the path of the train, as we continue our journey look out for these that show us the way.

Our route is lined with tall brick warehouses, today stocked with t-shirts and postcards. Originally, they housed
goods of another sort. Name one of Savannah’s major exports once held here.

These famous Savannah belles crisscross the waters. If you’re lucky you might see one and can tell us her
name.

What’s red and courageous?

As we cross the giant X, say hello to hear your echo and move on for the next.
Look for numbers passing us by. It’s number 7 not 25 that mentions this holiday that helped Savannah survive.

What lives in big red and yellow bird houses on River Street?

STOP 3: Riverfront Plaza (15 minutes)
Their anchor stays in port to honor those forever at sea.

This long stretch of River Street is named for the one who had the longest stretch as Savannah Mayor.

It shimmers high above River Street. What has its home base under the gold dome.

Meeting Location: We finish our journey where a family rises above broken chains. Whose quote is inscribed
on the base?
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